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I was delighted to have been able to visit New Zealand and Australia again in 
April 2018 (for the third time in three years) and to have met people engaged in 
the development of social impact investing: people from the not-for-profit, so-
cial enterprise, and foundation sectors, from financial services and corporates, 
and from government. To see and hear about recent progress was immensely 
encouraging and inspirational. 

At every meeting I was told of new opportunities being generated and of signifi-
cant momentum achieved in established initiatives. I heard how sectoral bound-
aries and rigid orthodoxies that had often obstructed collaboration had now 
disappeared or been substantially reduced as people saw the mutual benefit 
and impact that could result from combining financial investment with explicit 
social and/or environmental purposes. I met with people from many very differ-
ent backgrounds, who were excited by the opportunities to engage their time 
and money with organisations and communities that could deliver tangible and 
lasting positive impact.

I found that interest in ‘investing for good’ is not only growing in strength, con-
fidence, breadth, and depth, but is engaging all demographic and social groups. 
Consumers of financial services are increasingly demanding and expecting that 
their savings and pensions at least to ‘do no harm’, and that they combine solid 
financial returns with real public benefit—an expectation to which a growing 
number of mainstream providers realise they must respond. (In the UK, this 
focus on making ‘investing for good’ accessible to all is reflected in the work of 
the Task Force on Growing the Culture of Social Impact Investing.)

I was able to share experience and lessons learnt from similar developments in 
the UK, with examples of different types of finance that have been explored and 
tested there, and which could be of relevance to further progress in both New 
Zealand and Australia: initiatives such as community land trusts, community 
shares, and charity bonds, through which the general public can become active 
social impact investors. In the UK, measures have also been taken to remove 

barriers to action and to build a supporting ecosystem. This includes infrastruc-
ture developments such as Big Society Capital and Access – The Foundation 
for Social Investment, and government initiatives that can underpin or enable 
progress, for example, the introduction of tax incentives and legislation such as 
the Social Value Act.

I found that in New Zealand and Australia, as in the UK, there is widespread and 
growing enthusiasm for the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which 
are seen as providing a framework and a common language to which all in-
volved can relate. In addition, the discussion seems to have become much more 
creative and confident. Social impact investing is increasingly being recognised 
not as ‘an end in itself’ or as a device to ease pressure on public funds (as has 
too often been the case in the UK), but as having the potential to be a means 
through which new or larger and more sustainable action for social and environ-
mental can could be successfully supported.

I was also very pleased to have the opportunity to speak at meetings of both 
Philanthropy New Zealand and Philanthropy Australia about ‘wicked’ problems 
in philanthropy. The discussion at both meetings was a clear indication of the 
creativity and imaginative activity going on within many foundations. 

In this report, we have provided a summary of my presentations. Clive Pedley 
and Iyanthi Wijayanayake have provided Giving Architects’ view on the impact 
investment market with a particular emphasis on Australia and New Zealand, 
and why they believe impact investment is critical for the greater good of our 
communities and our planet. 

I travelled to New Zealand and Australia in partnership with Giving Architects. 
Clive and Iyanthi organised all the meetings and supported me wonderfully 
throughout my visit. I am immensely grateful to them for this.  I am also delight-
ed that I am now an advisor on impact investing with Giving Architects. I hope 
to return to the region again before too long.
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David is an experienced non-executive 
Board member. He was a member (and 
Vice Chair) of the Supervisory Board of 
Triodos Bank NV in The Netherlands 
from 2009-2017 and a Non-Executive 
Director of Big Society Capital in the UK 
from when it was first set up in 2012 
until 2017. 

David has worked since 2001 as an 
adviser and consultant on the 
development of social impact investing, 
the governance of charities and social 
purpose organisations, and the 
promotion of personal philanthropy. His 
clients have included endowed and 
corporate foundations, individual social 
investors and philanthropists, the UK 
Government, private wealth managers, 
the Big Lottery Fund, the European 
Foundation Centre (EFC), and the Global 
Impact Investment Network (GIIN). 

He has also spoken at many conferences 
in Australia, Bangladesh, New Zealand 
and the USA as well as throughout the 
UK and mainland Europe. He also works 
as a ‘mentor/adviser’ for senior staff of 
charities, social enterprises and other 
organisations. David helped to set up 
the charity governance consultancy and 
training initiative, On Board, within the  

 

 

 

UK’s leading charity and social 
enterprise law firm, Bates Wells and 

Braithwaite, in 2005. He was a member 
of the UK’s Social Investment Task Force 
from 2000-2010 and is a member of the 
Advisory Board of the Centre for 
Effective Philanthropy in the USA. 

David was the Chief Executive of three 
foundations including The Baring 
Foundation (1992-8) and a Board 
member of several other funders, 
including a Lottery fund distributor and 
BBC Children in Need. He was a founder 
Director and Chair of the company that 
publishes the journal Alliance and was 
founding chair of the Programme Board 
of the Inspiring Impact collaboration of 
UK voluntary sector organisations. 

He is a Trustee of two charities, Gulan 
and SOFII, and a former Trustee of 
several other charitable companies 
including Bridges Charitable Trust, the 
National Foundation for Youth Music, 
the National Youth Orchestra of Great 
Britain and engage (the association of 
people working in gallery education). All 
of David’s advisory and consultancy 
work, speaking engagements, 
committee and Board memberships and 
his CV can be found on his website at 
www.davidcarrington.net 

David is available for 
consultations and 
presentations on impact 
investing and philanthropy 
to Non-profit Boards and 
CEO’s, Funders, Social 
Investors, Financial 
Institutions and 
Philanthropists.  
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For more information or to book time with David Carrington, contact: 
Clive Pedley: T.+64272484371 or E. clive@givingarchitects.com, or 
Iyanthi Wijayanayake: T. 6421618363 or E. iyanthi@givingarchitects.com 

David Carrington
An International expert on Philanthropy and 

Social Impact Investment



The opportunity to meet, share insights, and discuss international best 
practice in the social impact investment market in April 2018 was quite 
remarkable. Over 400 people attended  21 presentations and meetings 
which were run over 10 days in six cities across New Zealand and Austra-
lia. We were grateful to have David Carrington, an international expert in 
impact investing, working with us for two weeks, sharing his knowledge, 
insights, and wisdom. 

A special thank you goes to the Hugh Green Foundation, the Tindall 
Foundation, the WEL Energy Trust, EnviroStrat and US Consultant Kelly 
Wackowicz, EY, ANZ, JBWere New Zealand, the Mater Foundation, the 
Tamaki Regeneration Company, and the Responsible Investment Associa-
tion of Australasia. We appreciated the opportunity to work and partner 
with you. We are also grateful to Philanthropy New Zealand and Philan-
thropy Australia for hosting David at member events.

The response to presentations highlighted the wide interest in further 
developing impact investment by learning from leaders based in more 
mature markets. As we prepare this report we are following up the many 
conversations, requests for further information, and proposals. The inter-
est clearly demonstrates the market readiness to build a robust impact 
investment market in New Zealand and in Australia. 

The opportunity to engage with a wide range of impact investment stake-
holders in both New Zealand and Australia provided further insights into 
the local opportunities and challenges being faced in this growing mar-
ket. The understanding gained from the information shared and conver-
sations that took place is the basis for this report.

The primary purpose of the report is to share some of the insights and 
trends that David highlighted during his presentations, which we believe 
provide direction for practitioners and leaders in the Australasian mar-
ket. The secondary purpose is to share the views of Giving Architects, as 
a practitioner and an impact investment intermediary working with the 
social purpose sector. We’ll share our views on the state of the market 
and what we consider to be the most compelling needs and opportuni-
ties. Thank you to David Woods, Rosemary Addis and Christopher Thorn 
for your enriching thoughts and contributing to this report.

A variety of detailed reports have been released in the past several 
months, both domestic and international, which provide excellent data 
and facts about various aspects of the impact investment market. Some 
of these were mentioned by David in his presentations and are specified 
in the reference section of this report. We don’t intend to repeat any of 
the excellent work already undertaken and published by these valued 
peers and leaders. 

Giving Architects Executive Summary

Clive Pedley CFRE FFINZ
Director, Chief Executive
T  +64 9 215 3626
M +64 27 248 4371 
E   clive@givingarchitects.com
S   clive.pedley

Iyanthi Wijayanayake MBA CFRE FCIM MFINZ
Director
T  +64 9 215 3624 
M +64 21 618 363 
E   iyanthi@givingarchitects.com
S   Iyanthi Wijayanayake



In 2017 and 2018, Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) annual impact 
investor surveys demonstrated significant growth in investments in the 
past two years. In 2018, 229 organisations collectively managed USD 228 
billion in impact-investing assets, while in 2017, 209 impact-investing 
organisations collectively managed USD 114 billion in impact-investing as-
sets. This has happened, in part, by expanding into regions, sectors, and 
asset classes that have historically been less popular. 

More than one in three respondents are organisations established in the 
‘conventional’ investment markets, and who have also begun impact in-
vesting activities, deepening their commitment to impact measurement, 
and gaining more buy-in from key internal stakeholders. Such growth is 
encouraging on many fronts. It brings in new investors as well as enhanc-
ing broader credibility and professionalism in the impact investing sector. 

The survey states that the growing involvement of large-scale, main-
stream firms also presents some risks – in particular, the risk of ‘impact 
washing’. This highlights that impact investors are conscious of this con-
cern. Greater transparency around intentionality, impact measurement, 
and additionality are critical factors in mitigating this risk. 

The insights that David Carrington shared during his visit highlighted a 
number of differences and experiences in the growth of the UK impact 
investment market, from which much can be learnt. One of the most     

significant differences is the use of debt-based financial instruments, 
which are extensively used. This includes social lending, structured debt, 
and specialist charity bonds where the impact investors expect to receive 
a blended social and financial return within a fixed timeframe. 

Debt is the most formally developed solution in today’s impact invest-
ment market. Whether sourced from institutional, philanthropic, or retail 
investors, debt-based financial instruments are being effectively utilised 
to develop and scale solutions that address social and environmental is-
sues. This is an important consideration and an exciting opportunity for 
the social purpose sector.

GIIN signals some bigger and broader challenges facing the impact invest-
ment sector. These challenges are very relevant and are being discussed 
locally in Australia and New Zealand. They highlight that it is increasingly 
unacceptable in the broader financial markets to invest without regard 
for the social and environmental impact. 

GIIN believes that the fundamental norms governing the role and pur-
pose of capital in society are changing, and impact investing is at the 
forefront, driving this transformational shift. The market dynamics are 
exciting, and we have much to look forward to. This shift in more mature 
markets is a positive pathway for all market participants in Australia and 
New Zealand to follow. 

Giving Architects’ View on the Impact Investment Market
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Looking at a more fundamental but natural development in the market, it 
will be interesting to see the evolution of retail impact investment.  David 
spoke briefly about his involvement in the UK government taskforce that 
is currently reviewing this.  Given that much of the institutional investor 
interest in impact investment is ultimately driven by customer and con-
sumer demands, it stands to reason that an accessible form of impact 
investment for retail investors will be available in due course. Importantly, 
it will have to meet the more stringent requirements of retail investment 
legislation and market regulation, so we will watch with great interest as 
this is developed in the UK market.

Closer to Home …
Australia has been at the forefront of international advocacy and support 
for the development of impact investing since 2013, being the only coun-
try outside of the G8 to participate in the Social Impact Investment Task-
force established by the forum. The Australian Advisory Board (AAB) was 
established in 2014 and works alongside the national advisory boards of 
18 other Global Steering Group (GSG) member countries to support the 
growth of the impact investing market in Australia and globally. The New 
Zealand Advisory Board (NZAB) was formally launched in April 2018, dur-
ing David Carrington’s visit to New Zealand, and is on track to be formally 
approved as a member of the GSG at the October 2018 GSG Conference 
in India. These two bodies will continue to have a pivotal role in shaping 
our local impact investment market.

There is a sense that in both Australia and New Zealand the impact in-
vestment market is moving from early stages of exploration towards a 
more collaborative, market-building stage. Although there has been sig-
nificant movement, there is a need and an opportunity for further growth 
and development, particularly in the ability to achieve outcomes at scale. 
The sector has gathered momentum in both markets with the launch of a 
number of social impact bonds and social enterprises in recent years, but 
a broader range of impact investment deals and investment products will 
be required to build and sustain growth.

Critical to this growth is the development of a full range of professional 
intermediary services than can be readily identified, and that can build 
their capacity and meet the needs of market growth. During early stages 
of market development there have been a variety of service providers 
involved, ranging from traditional professional services (legal, financial, 
investment) providing advice and services, through to new service provid-
ers with impact investment-specific skill sets and offerings. 

The Big Society Capital Building Blocks programme breaks the functions 
of intermediaries down into two parts: advisors/arrangers and fund man-
agers. Dictated by the limited impact investment-specific funds in the lo-
cal market at this time, most sector-specific service providers fall into the 
category of advisors/arrangers. The development of these services, as is 
the case with the overall growth, is being hampered by deal flow at scale. 
Creating debt and fixed interest products that are available for institution-
al and sophisticated investors is a critical factor in developing sustainable 
growth, and it is becoming increasingly urgent.

Work by the AAB to establish a wholesale fund is one of the more sig-
nificant initiatives being pursued and is expected to be a tipping point in 
growth for the impact investment movement. 

“Creating debt and fixed interest 
products that are available for 
institutional and sophisticated 
investors is a critical factor in 

developing sustainable growth.”
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During the tour with David Carrington, Giving Architects had a number 
of meetings and consultations. We engaged directly with funders, finan-
cial institutions, government agencies, investment managers, and social 
purpose organisations. The level of qualified interest and willingness to 
consider impact investment and involvement in creating market growth 
varied significantly. 

A collective understanding of the UN Sustainable Development Goals is 
critical for clarifying roles and responsibilities in order to grow the market. 
Moving towards a cohesive and collaborative approach where respective 
strengths, insights, and effort combine for better outcomes that meet the 
objectives of the  Sustainable Development Goals is the next important 
consideration. 

The prolific growth of the responsible investment portfolio in Australia 
and New Zealand over the past three years, well documented by the Re-
sponsible Investment Association of Australasia (RIAA), is another signal 
for potential market growth. The opportunity to develop a variety of suit-
able investment options using debt, fixed interest, and equity to deliver 
impact investments from responsible investment portfolios is significant. 
Giving Architects consider that aiming to utilise three to five per cent 
of responsible investment portfolios for impact investment for the right 
products is a reasonable expectation, based on discussions at several 
meetings and forums. 

However, for this to be realistic, we need to develop debt and fixed inter-
est investment grade options that require some clever thinking beyond 
being government-dependent or confined to social impact bonds and 
social enterprises.  

The New Zealand market for impact investment is largely underdevel-
oped, but there is a steadily increasing flow of activity and outcomes that 
indicate growth. The previous New Zealand Government supported two 
social impact bonds, and the International Financial Corporation issued 
a $100 million New Zealand green bond last year. Auckland Council is-
sued a $200 million green bond in June 2018. The Impact Enterprise Fund 
launched this year, with the likely first close at $8 – $10 million. It will 
invest in New Zealand businesses that deliver tangible societal and/or en-
vironmental returns from their operations, alongside attractive financial 
return prospects. 

Giving Architects recently concluded a debt-based impact investment for 
$6 million, delivering social and community impact. The Tindall Founda-
tion has been leading the charge for private foundations by investing 
significantly to grow the impact investment market. Other private foun-
dations such as the Hugh Green Foundation have also made early moves 
into impact investment.  At a regional level, there are community and 
energy trust investors demonstrating an increasing commitment to im-
pact investment, like the Tauranga-based Bay Trust, which has been inten-
tionally building it’s impact investment portfolios towards a $20 million 
target. Similarly, Foundation North, Trust Waikato, the Rata Foundation 
and the WEL Energy Trust have started active impact investment. There 
are a number of other projects, social enterprises, and initiatives being 
developed, with a view to securing impact investment. The delivery of the 
projected financial return and reporting of measured social and environ-
mental impact from each of these investments will be critical to building 
a sustainable impact investment market.

“The opportunity to develop a 
variety of suitable investment options 
using debt, fixed interest and equity 

to deliver impact investments
from responsible investment 

portfolios is significant.” 
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Strong and significant moves must also come from the many large en-
dowment funds held by large charities, religious institutions, and univer-
sities. An early indicator of this was a resolution by the Anglican Church 
in Aotearoa, New Zealand in May 2018, which encouraged church trusts 
to consider impact investment. Those organisations with the strongest 
values alignment to impact investment must be seen to be proactive and 
looking beyond versions of traditional philanthropy towards enabling 
mission-related investments that will deliver social and environmental 
impact. They are largely absent from these conversations today, but like 
conscious investors driving the behaviour of those who manage pension 
funds, they have a critical role to play in determining how their financial 
resources can achieve greater societal and environments returns.

As the market forces grow, collaboration, cooperation, and breaking down 
fragmentation is essential. As was recently pointed out in a practitioner 
forum, the angel investment and venture capital ecosystem has become 
established over the last 10 years, and even though risk still exists, there 
is clarity about who is meant to go where, and when. Establishing a 
robust social impact investment ecosystem will require quality deal flow, 
evidence of financial returns, and most of all, great impact measurement 
and reporting. 

“ Organisations with the strongest 
values alignment to impact investment 

must be seen to be proactive and 
looking beyond versions of 

traditional philanthropy towards 
enabling mission-related investments 

that will deliver social and 
environmental impact. ”

This report by Giving Architects is a welcome addi-
tion to the growing literature around the develop-
ment of impact investing in Aotearoa New Zealand 
over the last two years.  Putting into context where 
the New Zealand market sits alongside the Austra-
lian and wider international markets, it helps us 
see the progress we have made and the opportu-
nities open to us to do more. 

As acceptance of responsible investment gener-
ally grows, those of us working at the impact end 
of the capital continuum see the opening to pick 
up the chain between philanthropy and public SRI 
investments – this is where the sharp end of im-
pact is important.  It enables the financing of deals 
that might otherwise not be feasible because they 
fall between the interest areas of certain investors, yet these are transactions 
which intentionally create real and measurable impact and are additional to 
other forms of finance. 

We need these kinds of investment in New Zealand as we move towards meet-
ing our part of the SDG goals – in both environmental and social impact fi-
nance.  Giving Architects provides a very useful and timely look at where we are 
and where we still need to go.

David Woods
Chair Impact Enterprise Fund
Deputy Chair New Zealand National Advisory Board 



Giving Architects have long held the view that since the Global Financial 
Crisis, traditional philanthropy, although critical and irreplaceable, has be-
come increasingly constrained. Private and managed wealth with a strong 
social conscience is increasingly demanding a role in social, environmen-
tal, cultural, and economic impact. This opinion was further strengthened 
during the recent series of events with David Carrington.

The social purpose sector in New Zealand and in Australia is significant, 
and is the backbone of our society. It requires substantial resources every 
year to deliver important social and environmental outcomes that are es-
sential for our communities to thrive. 

The sector is largely reliant on three forms of income: government fund-
ing, trading revenue, and philanthropic giving. Government funding is 
unlikely to increase in real terms. Philanthropic giving is largely flat in the 
developed world and, in some cases, it is declining. Trading capability, ca-
pacity, and inclination is variable. Collectively these core revenue streams 
are not keeping pace with increasing social and environmental needs, or 
with societal aspirations.  

While the sector should always be aiming to work smarter and achieve 
more, these traditional sources of revenue are unlikely to provide greater 
financial resources at the scale that is required to meet increasing needs. 

Having access to greater financial resources will ultimately fuel greater 
positive social and environmental impact. While philanthropy is con-
strained, private wealth continues to grow. Most private wealth will not 
become philanthropy. However, we live in an increasingly socially and 
environmentally conscious society, where many want their money to do 
good rather than be indifferent or bad. This is further demonstrated by 
the recent significant growth in responsible investment in New Zealand 
and in Australia, primarily in the form of negative screening.

Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that a good share of private wealth 
has a social conscience.  

We have seen, and continue to see, the rise of the conscious consumer. 
Now we are seeing the rise of the conscious investor. They will increasing-
ly influence how private wealth is invested. There is a real need to devel-
op investable products that result in demonstrable impact. This could and 
should also include products new to this market, such as charity bonds, 
community shares, and the involvement of community land trusts.

Giving Architects’ journey in impact investment and this recent series of 
events with David Carrington have highlighted that although the role of 
government as a catalyst for a robust market is unquestionably impor-
tant, much can be achieved without the government. 

A wholesale fund like the UK’s Big Society Capital would undoubtedly 
provide greater opportunities for de-risked market growth. A legislative 
change like social investment tax relief would stimulate broader interest 
and private investment. While we encourage our elected leaders to make 
these brave and transformational decisions, as practitioners in the social 
purpose sector we have a greater responsibility, and an opportunity, to 
build a robust and sustainable market by taking advantage of the experi-
ence and lessons learned in more mature markets and applying them to 
our own. 

It is generally accepted that the challenge is not the lack of investment, 
but the lack of investable deals. This is linked to investment readiness on 
both sides—investors and investees. The sector must adopt courageous 
thinking and push the boundaries to develop new and innovative ways to 
resource the social, environmental, cultural, and economic challenges of 
our society. 

Intentional investment and commitment to impact reporting is not an 
option but a necessity. Social, environmental, community, and economic 
projects including large infrastructure projects delivering planned and 
significant SDG-linked impact are well-suited for impact investing at scale. 
Utilisation of SDG metrics for impact measurement and management will 
provide a common language and a platform for reporting, but will require 

A Key Driver: Philanthropy is not Growing - Investment is.
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discipline and unwavering commitment. It will support international com-
mitments by our respective governments.

Having worked with the social purpose sector for nearly two decades, we 
have a greater appreciation of its needs and opportunities. Giving Archi-
tects is becoming an established intermediary in the impact investment 
market, contributing to its growth and ecosystem as well as leading social 
purpose organisations and investors through investment processes in our 
role as an arranger. There are opportunities in New Zealand and Australia 
to invest in scalable projects and products that will deliver greater impact 
for our communities and our planet. 

Exciting times are ahead, and real change is imminent. There are a num-
ber of significant opportunities being identified and developed that 
will further help build a robust impact investment market. We must be 
creative and innovative, and embrace the opportunities we have today 
to take advantage of the opportunities presented by the rise of the con-
scious investor for the greater good of our communities and the planet. 

“ The sector must adopt courageous 
thinking and push the boundaries to 
develop new and innovative ways to 
resource the social, environmental,

cultural, and economic challenges of 
our society. “

I have spent nearly three decades 
in innovation, within the private, 
community, philanthropic and 
public sectors and have the great 
privilege to lead the Australian 
contribution to the global ef-
fort to drive more capital toward 
solutions that have a significant 
positive effect for people and the 
planet.  

Impact investment is the grow-
ing field for mobilising private 
capital as a vital enabler of the 
innovations addressing social 
challenges.  The investments are 
purposefully designed to deliver 
both positive social impact and 
a financial return and progress is 
measured.    

Impact investment is a powerful tool for governments, philanthropy, commu-
nity and private sector to move beyond programmatic responses, beyond limits 
on what we can do based on government budgets, philanthropic grant making 
and individual generosity.

This can be a powerful force for positive impact on people’s lives and help us 
sustain the planet.

I’m delighted we have had the opportunity to collaborate with Clive, Iyanthi 
and David in sharing experience from the field and painting a vision for a future 
where impact counts.

Rosemary Addis
Executive Director Impact Strategist  
Trustee Global Steering Group for Impact Investment 
Chair Australian Advisory Board on Impact Investing 
Chair Impact Investing Australia



What do I mean by social impact investment? There is a lot of sometimes 
futile semantic debate about the terms ‘social investment’ and ‘impact in-
vestment’ – a veritable Tower of Babel of terminology and funding jargon 
rearing up to confuse and mystify. 

For me, it’s this: the investment of funds in a social purpose organisation 
with the deliberate intention that those funds will help to secure clear, 
positive, and measurable social outcomes – a public benefit – while also 
generating a financial return to the investor, enabling the funds to be re-
cycled and used again to support further activities. 

There are many people and organisations exploring social impact invest-
ing, and they come in all shapes and sizes, from very different starting 
points, and with very different expectations. The definition I used may 
sound straightforward, but it embraces a vast breadth (and depth) of 
investment activity.

Social impact investing is often pictured as a long spectrum of activity 
(Impact Investment Spectrum, as illustrated on page 15), with individual 
philanthropy and charitable foundations at one end and commercial and 
institutional finance at the other. There are social impact investing explor-
ers approaching the centre of the spectrum from both ends. Each of them 
combines a hunt for social change and for community or public benefit or 
‘impact’, with a focus on how a financial return can also be generated over 
time.

They have different motives for being where they are, but at some point 
they end up near the middle. Some of the funding will always be phil-
anthropically driven, with the social impact being the absolute priority 
and the investors, usually foundations, other charities, or individual phi-
lanthropists being willing to convert some or all of their investment to a 
grant if necessary. Other investors will be happy to get all or most of their 

capital back to reuse to support other initiatives, but will not be worried if 
the investee can pay back no more than that. Some other funds are place-
based, built round community shares and/or community-based crowd-
funding, creating community-owned assets financed partly from within 
the beneficiary community. Others are increasingly accessible to mass 
market investors, for example retail funds or charity bonds, demonstrating 
that social impact investing is not just the preserve of ‘the big rich boys’ or 
of foundation and institutional investors.

At the other end of the spectrum, where the commercial and financial in-
stitutions sit, new funds are bringing mainstream investment finance and 
pension funds into the fray. Fund managers are working in partnership 
with specialist intermediaries and beginning to regard these investments 
as an extension of their standard portfolio—indeed, as a healthy addition-
al diversification. For example, social impact bonds are testing financial 
instruments to support better targeting and performance management 
of public service delivery through various forms of payment by results or 
outcomes-based finance. Other investment funds are exploring whether it 
is possible to develop (and fund) mission-locked social purpose organisa-
tions that are privately owned. 

All are part of the growing social impact investing market—the ‘Impact 
Economy’—and all have potential relevance to the social purpose sector 
as they direct additional funds towards it. 

There has been an explosion of interest and development in recent years, 
but do not assume that these forms of funding are all new. Useful les-
sons can be learnt from the past. In the 1840s, for example, the ‘five per 
cent philanthropy’ scheme built new homes in the UK for the ‘industrious 
classes’. Philanthropists could invest their money for a vital social purpose 
while receiving a respectable financial return.

International Trends and Insights 
 by David Carrington
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1. Reserves 

Building up reserves is a key aspect of prudent management and 
long-term planning. Too many funders of charities have been very 
negative towards such good practice. Like people, organisations that 
are reserves-poor are particularly vulnerable at difficult times. It is 
prudent for a charity to consider funding at least some of the devel-
opment costs of new projects by investing some of its reserves. Such 
confidence may also encourage external investors. 

2. Loans 

Loans can be secured for a single item or a project. The lender takes 
the risk that the organisation will be able to generate enough income 
going forward to be able to repay the debt. These can be commercial 
borrowings from a bank or building society. They can also be ‘patient 
loan finance’ from foundations, philanthropists or individuals who 
have offered more lending, with the organisation paying back when it 
can. 

3. Guarantees 

Foundations, philanthropists, and individuals can provide a guarantee 
for a loan. 

4. Charity Bonds

A charity bond is a tradable loan between a social purpose 
organisation and a group of social investors. It will typically 
offer investors a fixed rate of interest for a fixed period. Social purpose 
organisations might consider using a charity bond because they are 
typically unsecured and may have fewer restrictions or covenants on 
the organisations activities than would a banking facility. 

5. Social Impact Bonds

Social Impact Bonds are ‘Pay for Success Financing’. There is a con-
tract with the public sector in which a commitment is made to pay 
for improved social outcomes that result in public sector savings and 
better-managed and more effective services. 

6. Community Shares, Community Land Trusts, Crowdfunding

These are blended finance opportunities that are place-based, built 
around communities and community-based assets. They are usually 
non-profit entities that develop and steward affordable housing, com-
munity gardens, civic buildings, commercial spaces, and other com- gardens, civic buildings, commercial spaces, and other com-, and other com-
munity assets on behalf of a community.

7. Equity or Quasi-Equity

Investors are investing in an entrepreneurial plan: to go beyond a loan 
and, in effect, to make an equity-type investment. If it fails, the money 
will be lost; if it succeeds their financial return reflects the scale of 
success. It’s equity finance. Charities in the UK do not have an equity 
base, so we have had to invent various forms of ‘quasi-equity’ to make 
such investments.

8. Philanthropic Funds ‘Leveraging’ Commercial Funds

Philanthropists or foundations can assist in leveraging layered com-
mercial lending, providing financial resources to achieve a social aim 
but with the possibility of a financial return. 

All of the above are legitimate and feasible ways of adding financial re-
sources to build new or bigger social purpose activities. 
But: Grants are OK. Indeed, they are essential. The various forms of social 
impact investing I have described are additional items on the funding 
menu, but most of them are only relevant when grant income is also judi-
ciously and appropriately used alongside them.

Menu of Blended Finance available for Social Purpose Organisations 
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The development of social impact investment in the UK has not been 
easy. Major challenges around financial institutional culture and percep-
tion have had to be tackled. Social impact investment, as my definition 
made clear, is all about ‘blending’ financial and social or environmental 
returns—valuing each equally. That’s a big challenge to traditional west-
ern investment thinking, and to traditional philanthropy. 

For both, the idea of blended finance, of deliberately securing a social 
return while also generating a financial return, has been alien. It’s always 
been ‘either-or’; one-or-the-other (‘bifurcated’ is a term often used to 
describe it). Money is either given away to achieve a social good or it is 
invested to make money. It is not used to do both. 

Traditionalists in philanthropy and investment have used the same argu-
ments to resist the blended value proposition: 

•	 You cannot do it because it is a breach of fiduciary duty.

•	 The regulators will not tolerate it.

•	 There is no demand for such finance.

•	 The investor is bound to lose money. 

Within the UK, the resistance has been tough and extensive and is still 
routinely exhibited across both philanthropy and investment manage-
ment, but every one of the objections raised has been successfully chal-
lenged: 

•	 It is not a breach of fiduciary duty (at least not in the UK). 

•	 The regulators will allow it.

•	 There is demand from both organisations and investors. 

•	 There are social impact investing opportunities that will generate 
financial returns at least as robust as traditional investments, and 
others that will provide sufficient levels of financial return to meet 
the aspirations of particular investors seeking to ‘invest for good’.

EY has been delighted to partner with 
Giving Architects in hosting David Car-
rington’s presentations in Melbourne, 
Sydney and Brisbane as well as con-
tributing to exchange of ideas that has 
led to this report.  

The old adage that you can’t manage 
what you don’t measure has never 
been so apt. As social finance and Impact Investment, more specially, 
emerge as tools to drive more aligned, inclusive business models, the 
requirement to be clear about the desired objectives and the outcomes 
being managed and measured, become critical to ensuring that capital 
invested is delivering and achieving both the financial and non-financial 
return expectations of investors.

In addition helping the traditional providers of Philanthropic capital and 
NFP’s to understand this new approach to access such capital is leading to 
a transformation of the possibilities  for this sector in how it engages with 
capital providers to finance this incredibly vital work. 

David brings a unique global perspective in assessing how the Australian 
and New Zealand market are responding to the challenge of evolving 
from early stage early movers into the more collaborative cross sector 
market building stage.  David’s ability to understand the full spectrum of 
Philanthropy though to the needs (and objections) of commercial capital 
provided is incredibly valuable, and a great stimulus to further develop-
ment of new initiatives in this space.   

Those who had the opportunity to participate in these conversations initi-
ated by Giving Architects are grateful for the opportunity to have access 
this globally relevant thought leadership. 

Christopher Thorn AM  
Partner 
Outcomes Measurement | Inclusive Capitalism | Social Finance | Philanthropy  
Ernst & Young
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1. You need patient and passionate pioneers.     
Building a social impact investment market takes time on both sides 
of the transactions, as this is unfamiliar and largely untried territory. It 
needs passionate pioneers and champions with stamina and determina-
tion. They must not preach or prescribe—you can’t force a market into 
existence—but they have to keep working to change the deeply rooted 
cultural obstacles within charities and within the financial services sector.

And, even when the money and the infrastructure are in place, indi-
vidual social impact investment transactions take time. Work leading to 
an actual commitment may have taken many months of preparation and 
negotiation; many more months may pass before money actually flows; 
and months, probably years, will pass before the lasting social impact of 
that investment can be accurately assessed. Momentum is increasing. Big 
Society Capital, a source of social impact investment for the social sector 
in the UK set up just six years ago, has now committed over £1 billion of 
its and its partners funding (Big Society Capital: Funding Progress as illus-
trated on page 16). But the social impact investment market is still imma-
ture and almost every transaction has been ‘the first of its kind’.

2. There is a need for specialist intermediaries. 
Small-scale charities, like SMEs in the private sector, often complain that 
they cannot engage with investors because there is a mismatch between 
the small scale of the funding they need and the large amounts the 
investors want to place. Specialist intermediaries—whether thematically 
specialist, geographically focused, or concentrating on a particular type 
of funding—can be the bridge between such supply and demand, acting 
as a conduit for investors by taking in large amounts of money and then 
allocating it in the small amounts needed by the individual enterprises. 

They can also bring together funding from different investors to create 
syndicates, which can reduce transaction costs for all. They can also use 
their specialist knowledge and networks to provide highly relevant advice 
and support to potential and actual investees. They can act as agents for 
philanthropic funders who want to commit funds to social impact invest-
ment, but who do not want to be the ‘face of the lender’ who might have 
to call in a loan that has gone wrong. They are an essential feature of the 
UK scene.

3. Misconceptions about fiduciary duty have to be chal-
lenged. 
There is a tendency for institutions and professions everywhere to work 
in silos, or rigid boxes; to stay within tightly defined boundaries. Social im-
pact investment is an absolute challenge to that. It depends on the world 
of investment and finance working in partnership and engaging mutu-
ally with the social enterprise and charity sectors. It replaces the binary 
‘either/or’ bifurcated approach with the ‘both/and’ blended approach.

We found that one essential key to unlocking these fixed positions has 
been a review (or perhaps a rediscovery) of what the fiduciary duty of 
charity trustees actually means. In the UK, orthodox definitions of fi-
duciary duty have been concerned solely with financial risk and return. 
Whether the invested funds are being used inconsistently with the values 
or long-term mission of the charitable investor has tended to be ignored 
or even dismissed as irrelevant. It has been very hard to persuade invest-
ment managers or advisors to accept that a ‘blended’ approach to invest-
ment could be legitimate, and one that equally values financial returns 
with other externalities like social or environmental impact. 
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We have had to work with the regulators and the law commission to get 
this persistent misinterpretation of fiduciary duty reviewed and clarified. 
And we have succeeded. The position of charity trustees in the UK is now 
clear. They ‘are obliged to use their resources in ways that best meet their 
charitable objectives; charity trustees are not obliged to pursue invest-
ment returns at the expense of their charitable mission, their organisa-
tion’s reputation, or in ways that could alienate donors or beneficiaries.’1

4. Commitment to impact measurement is critical. 
The definition of social impact investment I outlined earlier uses the 
phrase: ‘the investment of funds in an enterprise with the deliberate 
intention that those funds will help to secure a clear, positive and mea-
surable social outcome.’ Some form of impact measurement is central to, 
and indeed a requirement of, social impact investment. 

For many in the charity sector, demands for measurement have become 
a wearying mantra of often under-engaged funders, and they have pro-
voked, rightly, a strong push-back. Julia Unwin in The Grant Making Tango 
says there is a danger of funders’ enthusiasm for impact measurement 
becoming a ‘frequently absurd pseudo-science, a misguided attempt to 
quantify the abstract, an issue that has been over-intellectualised, made 
too complicated and been confused with notions of numerical measure-
ment.’2

Darren Walker, head of the Ford Foundation, has gone further, assert-
ing: ‘We need to stop treating grantees and partners as contract workers 
and project managers. Instead we need to restore balance and honesty 
to our interactions. We need to learn more from one another, commu-
nicate and iterate often, and adapt to the changing needs of both par-
ties as they arise. Our sector’s obsession with quantifiable impact, and 
frequently dogmatic adherence to discrete deliverables, undercuts the 
expansive purpose of civil society organisations, miniaturising them in 
their ambition. In other words, this system is rooted in transactional short 
termism—a tyranny of donors—that distorts and inhibits, rather than 
unleashes, the potential of civil society.’3

Both are right in their criticisms of the behaviour and demands of some 
funders, but both would be worried if people thought they were arguing 
that good impact measurement is not an essential feature of good man-
agement practice. Why would you want to work in (or help to fund) an 
organisation that was unable to set out clear outcomes and performance 
targets, or unable to be clear in advance about the steps that it would 
take to achieve those targets? Would you want to work with an organisa-
tion that was unable to take stock as each step was completed, ready to 
adjust or amend the targets/timetable/methods if experience and learn-
ing demonstrated that to do so would be appropriate?  

Good, purposeful, and inspirational management (and the effective use 
of resources) depends on such measurement being at the heart of any 
organisation, and especially so if it is trying to address a tough social chal-
lenge or assist an underserved community. That is not something specific 
to social impact investment. It is unfortunate, certainly in the UK, that in-
appropriate or excessive funder demands for ‘impact measurement’ have 
tainted the data gathering and learning that ought to be a central feature 
of any well-managed organisation.

5. The involvement of government has been critical to what 
has been built in the UK—through legislation, tax reliefs, regulatory 
changes, policy initiatives, money, and public leadership and encourage-
ment. But government action can hinder as well as help. In the UK we 
have found they can do both at the same time, with the actions of one 
part of government sometimes proving to be an unmovable obstacle to 
the aspirations of another.

Government can exhort charities to make use of social impact invest-
ment, especially funding associated with payment by results, but if it is at 
the same time the source of inadequate, insecure, and poorly procured 
funds for public services provided by charities, it is responsible for gener-
ating overstretched and fragile services for some of the most vulnerable 
people and communities. That discourages positive progress. Govern-
ment also finds it difficult to be patient, and social impact investment 
development definitely requires patience. 

  1. Rogers, Kate and Jenkins, Richard Intentional Investing Association of Charitable Foundations 2015
  2. Unwin, Julia The Grant-Making Tango – Issues for Funders 2004 The Baring Foundation and: https://www.jrf.org.uk/report/grantmaking-tango-issues-funders
  3. 5 Walker, Darren How Can We Help You? The value of civil society Civicus State of Civil Society Report 2015  
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Government timetables tend to be short-term. Government tends to be 
rigid and likes things to be defined, to set firm boundaries, to get anxious 
about flexibility, and it finds it easier to measure what is easy to count, 
not necessarily what is important to monitor.

Government can often choose to go some way in the right direction but 
to do so tentatively, not going far enough and not spotting (or listening to 
warnings about) unintended consequences. Government behaviour can 
make or break the successful building of a social impact investment mar-
ket. Such a market will always be messy and untidy, littered with things 
that didn’t work as planned, gaining much from luck and serendipity and 
from individual entrepreneurial brilliance that is seldom easy to emulate. 
That’s the nature of entrepreneurial energy. Social impact investment, 
therefore, is a challenge to many government comfort zones.

6. Investor behaviour is vital to the successful outcome of the 
work they choose to support. 
Social investor motives and intentions may be fantastic, but their behav-
iour towards potential or actual investee organisations, the requirements 
they impose during due diligence or after investment, or the assumptions 
they make about how the enterprise should be managed and the actions 
they take as a consequence, can all weaken rather than strengthen the 
chances of the enterprise being successful and achieving the mutually 
desired purposes and outcomes.

Investors can often demonstrate a very basic lack of understanding of the 
realities of running a social purpose organisation. I have, for example, en-
countered bafflement and total lack of comprehension among potential 
investors about how staff (or trustees) can be motivated to work hard and 
well without the financial incentive of monster bonuses. It’s just outside 
their world view.

Social investors have to learn to behave constructively when they are en-
gaging with social purpose organisations. Precisely because the investee 
organisations are working to achieve blended value returns (not solely 
financial or social), the investors have to engage differently than if they 
were making an investment driven only by financial ambition. 

That may sound obvious, but it’s been a tough lesson for many social 
impact investors to learn—to avoid always behaving (and expecting in-
vestees to behave) as they would in the orthodox financial world in which 
they have acquired most of their previous experience.

The prescriptions that may seem obvious to a financial market driven 
investor may be exactly wrong for implementation within a social purpose 
organisation. However, if applied sensitively and after a lot of listening, 
‘translating’, and adapting, some of the skills and knowledge learnt in the 
financial sector may be very helpful to social entrepreneurs trying to build 
financial resilience while staying firmly committed to their purpose and 
aspirations. If social investors are to engage effectively with such social 
purpose- and mission-driven organisations, they have to learn to under-
stand ‘how it ticks’. The charity and social enterprise sectors, and the 
potential investees, can help them avoid some of the clumsy and ill-ad-
vised investor behaviour that has been experienced and to learn from the 
consequences of poor grant-making practice—and then to apply those 
lessons to social impact investment. They will, as a result, bring new and 
effective funds to support the charity sector and the people and commu-
nities with which they work.
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The Impact Investment Spectrum

Source: The Rise of Impact: Five Steps Towards An Inclusive And Sustainable Economy, UK National Advisory Board On Impact Investing, 
2017 & Impact Management Project, 2017.
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BIG SOCIETY CAPITAL: Funding Progress

Source: Big Society Capital 2018 https://www.bigsocietycapital.com/about-us/our-investment-numbers



Philanthropy: an ‘Unalloyed Good?’
 by David Carrington

4.  Breeze, Beth, and Moody, Michael, The Philanthropy Reader 2017 Routledge

On the 12th of April 2018 David spoke at the Philanthropy New Zealand 
Symposium in Auckland, and on the 18th he spoke at a Philanthropy 
Australia Thought Leadership Forum in Brisbane. While his message to 
these audiences was different and challenging, it related to the place, 
legitimacy, and better use of philanthropic resources for addressing 
‘wicked’ problems and for achieving improved social and environmental 
outcomes.

The full version of his speech can be downloaded at:
http://davidcarrington.net/articles-talks/.

The following is a summary of his introduction and the top ten quality 
performance standards and behaviour he suggested foundations could 
aspire to.

Philanthropy: an ‘Unalloyed Good?’
One of the pleasures of the long-distance slog from the UK is the chance 
to catch up on reading. In my case, this time, I was able to dip in and out 
of a splendid anthology, The Philanthropy Reader, which has been drawn 
together with excellent commentaries by Beth Breeze of the University 
of Kent in the UK, and Michael Moody of the Johnson Centre for Philan-
thropy in the US.4 I recommend the anthology to anyone wanting to get 
to grips with both the complexity and the opportunities of philanthropy 
(and to avoid some of the more disastrous, albeit well-meaning, philan-
thropic interventions).

It’s also a helpful reference for those wanting to understand more about 
why philanthropy—often referred to as the ‘love of humanity’ or ‘volun-
tary action for the public good’—an activity that can be so admirable and 
achieve such great things, can also generate so much criticism, scepti-
cism, and suspicion. 

Philanthropic action was described by G.K. Chesterton in 1909, for exam-
ple, as ‘the recognisable mark of a wicked man.’ When John D. Rockefeller 
was trying to set up the Rockefeller Foundation, his plans were said in 
Congress to be ‘a menace to the future political and economic welfare of 
the nation.’ Even earlier, George Washington asserted that ‘philanthropic 
enterprises could, over time, become potent engines, by which cunning, 
ambitious and unprincipled men will be able to subvert the power of the 
people, and to usurp for themselves the reins of government; destroying 
afterwards the very engines which have lifted them to unjust domination.’

The doubts are not just historical or restricted to the US and the UK. 
Concerns and ambivalence abound across the world about the dangers of 
undemocratic power exercised through philanthropy. In many cases these 
are legitimate concerns about philanthropic activity not being sufficiently 
exposed to accountability or transparency. These may be perceptions 
rather than the truth, but they are keenly felt.

As Julia Unwin, formerly the CEO of the Joseph Rowntree Foundation in 
the UK, wrote:5

‘Let’s acknowledge that philanthropy is not, ever, an unalloyed good. 
Philanthropy can represent what is best about us – quite literally the love 
of others, the use of time, talent and money to benefit others. It is the 
best possible example of inter-generational wealth transfer, making deci-
sions in one generation to benefit and sustain future generations with no 
regard for return, popularity or gratitude. But it can also represent what 
is worst about us. Philanthropy can be a sort of detached benevolence, 
knowing best and using the power of money to drive change. It can be 
another manifestation of the privileged and closeted elites. Making deci-
sions for others with too little thought of the consequences. Disconnect-
ed, illegitimate, out of touch.’
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As these comments illustrate, foundations and philanthropists are not 
operating in a completely rosy and uncritical environment. Participants 
need to be ready to respond to (but also respect) these concerns, as they 
may represent the views (often unvoiced) of the people and communities 
towards which, and in partnership with whom, philanthropic resources 
are directed.

Top Quality Philanthropy
Given these concerns, and as I am on my soap box, what do I reckon are 
indications of excellence? How do the best in philanthropy behave, and 
what behaviour should NFPs, charities, and potential applicants, be able 
to expect from foundations? 

Here’s my top ten list of quality performance indi-
cators for foundations. 

1. They have clarity of purpose that is coherently informed and 
shaped by values and evidence; that is actively shared, reviewed 
and refreshed internally; and that is communicated externally viv-
idly and relevantly.

2. They go for double impact funding. If they wish to provide funds 
to alleviate an immediate need or lack of opportunity, then they 
go for it, but they also take steps to support simultaneously the 
advocacy, campaigning, or policy work that could ensure that need 
no longer exists or that opportunity becomes mainstream rather 
than exceptional. 

3. They are prepared to take sides and put money into trying to 
secure elevated level change, as well as into helping local, practi-
cal activity to take place, and to support efforts to influence the 
behaviour of those in power who could make the changes that 
might improve the longer-term prospects of the organisations they 
assist. To enable ‘truth to speak to power’ is a legitimate use of 
charitable and philanthropic funds if it is neutral of party politics 
and draws on proper evidence and real voices.

4. They always look to help build and generate activity that can, if 
successful, be sustainable and have continuing and lasting impact. 
Even if their first, perhaps tentative, explorations and partnerships 
are project-focused, they move as quickly as possible to provid-
ing appropriate long-term support for the organisations that can 
translate the foundation’s hopes and aspirations into reality.

5. They build a reputation for listening, especially to the communities 
they wish to assist, but also to those with relevant experience: not-
for-profits and other funders. There’s no need slavishly to follow 
any of these, but there is a need to understand and to explain the 
choices a foundation makes. Also, if someone else is already active 
and effective, they are willing to get alongside them, to collabo-
rate, to syndicate. There is no special virtue in each foundation 
acting individually to address the same cause or need as others. 
It’s messy and can be excessively demanding for the organisations 
being supported, and the pooled money may achieve more than 
lots of separate bits of funding. 

6. They invest in their own capacity, skills, and governance to a simi-
lar standard expected (or indeed demanded) of the organisations 
they fund. They apply to themselves the assessment criteria and 
due diligence that they apply to applicants and the organisations 
that they fund, to expose their own performance to measurement. 
(An aside: US research on the attention given by foundations to 
training and development of their own board members and staff; 
to data collection and self-evaluation of performance; to user 
involvement, accountability, and transparency; in other words, to 
all the sorts of requirements that are routinely made of applicants, 
found these things were seldom observed by many funders in 
their own practice or governance.)

7. They use as many resources and assets as they can to deliver their 
mission. Grant making is likely to be at the heart of that, but there 
are other ways of financing organisational capacity or growth: 
through underwriting, loans, and other forms of social investment; 
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philanthropic actions that don’t involve financial transactions, such 
as convening, influencing, and contributing the voice and stories of 
the people and communities they support to policy debate; and, if 
the foundation is endowed, looking for ways to better align invest-
ment strategy and action to philanthropic mission. 

8. They stay alert to the impact of their own behaviour and process-
es. They listen to feedback and adapt, retaining flexibility as times, 
circumstances, and needs change. They are suspicious of any pro-
cess or behaviour that can only be justified or explained in terms 
of meeting the foundation’s own needs, and they spend at least as 
much time in meetings with the board sharing learning as they do 
making decisions about new funding.

9. They stay curious. They talk a lot internally and externally about 
what is happening, and about where things are working/not 
working and the reasons for that. They exploit the privileges of 
philanthropic independence to explore and go where others won’t 
or can’t go due to limited capacity or resources or freedom. They 
consider looking beyond NFPs or charities for the delivery of the 
work they want to support. It may be that a partnership with a ‘for 
profit’ organisation with an explicit social purpose may, for some 
developments, be the best approach. 

10. They celebrate what they do, and this encourages and inspires 
others to join in and participate. They share the passion that drives 
philanthropy. It can be infectious. 

(As it could be argued that numbers 2 and 3 in the list above are the 
same, I offered an additional indication of excellence in the discussion at 
both sessions: that foundations will recognise the imperative to improve 
the work of their own sector, and therefore invest in organisations like 
Philanthropy Australia/New Zealand that are trying to raise performance 
standards, enrich personal and professional development, enthuse new 
participants, and represent civil society to government, the private sector, 
and the wider public). 
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1. Good Finance https://www.goodfinance.org.uk/ 

2. Social Finance https://www.socialfinance.org.uk/ 

3. The Access Foundation for Social Investment  https://access-socialinvest-
ment.org.uk/ 

4. Big Society Capital  https://www.bigsocietycapital.com/ 

5. Impact Management Programme http://accessimpact.org/  

6. Impact Management Project http://www.impactmanagementproject.com/ 

7. Inspiring Impact Programme  https://www.inspiringimpact.org/ 

8. UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) https://sustainabledevelopment.
un.org/?menu=1300 

9. Growing a Culture of Social Impact Investing in the UK – Implementation 
Taskforce https://www.grow-impact-investing.org/   

10. Global Steering Group (GSG) for Impact Investment http://gsgii.org/ 

11. Global Impact Investing Network https://thegiin.org/  and Roadmap for the 
Future of Impact Investing https://roadmap.thegiin.org/

12. Association of Charitable Foundations (UK) Social Impact Investors Group 
(SIIG) https://www.acf.org.uk/networksandevents/siig/  

13. Worthstone (Social Impact Advisers) https://www.worthstone.co.uk/  

14. Triodos Bank (UK) https://www.triodos.co.uk/en/personal/ 

15. Charity Bonds https://allia.org.uk/social-finance/retail-charity-bonds/ 

16. Community Shares https://communityshares.org.uk/ 

17. Community Land Trusts http://www.communitylandtrusts.org.uk/ 

18. Social Housing Bonds https://www.thfcorp.com/the-core/how-we-operate 

19. Social Value Act

The UK Government website has several references to and explanations 
of the Act. Some early information is at: https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/social-value-act-information-and-resources/social-value-act-
information-and-resources 

And there’s a more recent guide at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publi-
cations/social-value-act-introductory-guide 

There may also be interest in a couple of recent commentaries/critiques 
from the social enterprise perspective: https://www.powertochange.org.uk/
research/community-business-social-value-act/ and http://hctgroup.org/up-
loaded/HCT%20Group%20policy%20paper%20-%20the%20SVA.pdf 

20. Social Investment Tax relief

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/social-investment-tax-relief-
factsheet/social-investment-tax-relief

And:

http://davidcarrington.net/articles-talks/

References, resources and web links 
by David Carrington
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Giving Architects has over 30 years’ combined experience in the social 
purpose sector, primarily in the role of raising significant funds 
for transformational projects, programmes, and funds. We are a New 
Zealand-based company, also operating in Australia, with a history 
and understanding of the needs, nuances, and unique characteristics 
of the social purpose sector. This strong foundation has shaped our               
commitment to provide exceptional giving solutions and, more recently, 
game-changing impact investment solutions. 

Giving Architects has recently welcomed the UK’s internationally             
renowned social impact investment leader, David Carrington, as an        
adviser. In this role, David will be working with the Giving Architects team 
to deliver impact investment solutions. 

As an arranger and facilitator of impact investment projects, Giving        
Architects provides a unique range of experience, skills, and abilities that 
enable its clients to grow and diversify investment and revenue to ensure 
greater sustainability. 

Giving Architects has become familiar with the needs and expectations 
of impact investors, ranging from large institutional and pension fund 
investors, to private foundations, to high-net-worth individuals looking 
to expand on their philanthropic activity. This has led to an opportunity 
to investigate and collaborate on projects leading to implementation of 
impact investment in the Pacific Islands. 

For more information, email us: impact@givingarchitects.com

Giving Architects’ range of services include:

•	 Advice for social purpose leaders on the impact investment market

•	 Evaluation of mission-aligned impact investment opportunities for 
investors

•	 Assessment of impact investment for specific projects and funds

•	 Working with clients to develop investment ready opportunities

•	 Facilitating impact investment transactions

•	 Development of a Theory of Change as the building block for impact 
investment and philanthropy

•	 Development of impact measurement metrics framework and           
reporting processes

•	 Development of social term sheets

•	 Evaluation and delivery of impact measurement reporting

•	 Impact investment stakeholder management

•	 Design and delivery of solutions using traditional philanthropy models 
that inspire significant giving 

•	 Fundraising programme reviews to build sustainable growth.

Providing a Unique Offering to the Impact Investment Market

driving positive social change


